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17 May 2016 

ENTERPRISE INNS (ETI): 89.75p  
H1 Results – Analysts’ Meeting: 
 

Group maintains strategy is right, execution on track… 
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Enterprise hosted a meeting for analysts following the release of its H1 results 
for the 6mth period to end-March and our comments are set out below: 
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·  Chairman Robert Walker says the group is ‘very pleased with its 

numbers’ and adds re implementation programme ‘we are exactly where 
we want to be’. 

·  LfL income in the leased & tenanted business, which for some time will 
be by far the largest part of the group, is up by 1.8%. Pubs in the South 
are up by 3.3%. The North & Midlands are approaching stability 

·  The commercial estate now comprises 264 properties. Yields should 
come down (and values rise). The group points to its current sale of 22 
pubs for £20m, a yield of 6.7% 

·  Enterprise has 75 managed pubs. This number will rise, over time, to 
perhaps 800 
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·  Enterprise has guided to EBITDA of perhaps £85k from 2,400 leased & 

tenanted pubs, £70k from 1,000 commercial properties and between 
£90k and £200k from 800 managed houses 

·  The above implies perhaps £360m from which (an expanded) head 
office cost of c£44m should be deducted.  

·  Depreciation could rise to perhaps £25m, interest is around £150m and 
the resultant PBT (3-5yrs down the road) could be around £140m  

·  Tax is c20%, there are around 503m shares in issue so EPS could be 
around 22p 
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Recent News Here:  

·  Today's email 

·  Recent emails 

·  A day in the life... 

·  Who we are, what we 
do... 

·  Upcoming news-flow 

·  Recent company updates  

·  Thematic pieces 

·  LinkedIn profile  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Market Cap: £452m 
12m range 72p - 136p 
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·  Put this on anything like a ‘normal’ rating and Enterprise’s shares, if it able to execute, could 
be worth say 220p to 264p in 3-5yrs time 

·  Discount that back (say 4yrs at 10%) and you arrive at around double today’s share price. 
And all the company needs to do is execute on plan 
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·  The implementation of the pubs code has been delayed from 26 May (a ridiculously short 

changeover period) to an unspecified date. 

·  But the MRO will come. 

·  Here Enterprise has a sensible strategy and, with only 11% of its pubs subject to >10yrs of 
outstanding lease (and only 9% between 5-10yrs), the group should be able to populate its 
managed business from expired leases 

·  Of course this may leave the lessee, the very person that the MRO was meant to benefit, out 
in the cold (or taking a job as a manager) but there were always likely to be unintended 
consequences.  

·  Indeed ‘lease expiry’ is the next ‘event’ for c700 pubs. The group will have 200 ‘events’ this 
financial year and 600 next 

·  It is currently only spending capital on tenancies and managed units 
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·  Debt is £2.3bn, assets are worth £3.7bn. 

·  The next refinancing of any size is the £350m bond due 2018. Enterprise is relaxed & will 
commence negotiations re a refinancing in the near future 

Langton Comment:  If ‘all’ Enterprise needs to do is execute its plan in order to double the current 
share price then, surely, job done? 

Well not quite.  

The strategy (for example terraform Mars) and the execution may be two very distinct things (and be 
separated, in the example of Mars, by a few centuries) but, we would suggest, Enterprise’s strategy is 
sensible, its execution is on track and its timeframe should be 3-5yrs.  

But whenever analysts mention ‘estimates’, ‘net present values’ and ‘discount rates’ one should bear 
in mind that there are a multitude of inputs, any one of which (or all of which) could be wrong.  

If you change the discount rate to 20% (a bit high, we would suggest) then you get an NPV of maybe 
116p – and slip it from 4yrs to 5yrs and up the discount rate to 25% and you get 79p but, as 
mentioned above, GIGO. 

However, we believe that Enterprise is more likely than not to get it right. As this will involve a shift to 
managed and commercial units, there will not be a massive boost bot EBITDA but, we would contend, 
the group’s multiple should react positively. 

Nothing will happen overnight but, on the balance of probabilities, we would suggest that Enterprise’s 
shares offer good value. 

Contact – Mark Brumby - +44(0)20 7702 3389 
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This message (and files contained herein) may contain confidential or proprietary information and is intended solely for the use of the individual or organisation to whom it 
is addressed.   If you are not the addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email or any part thereof.   Further, please notify the author immediately by 
telephone or by replying to this email and then delete all copies of the correspondence from your system.   We apologise for any inconvenience that this may have 
caused.   This information is a financial promotion for the purpose of the European Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) and FSA’s Rules. It has not been 
prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence or objectivity of investment research. This document is not based upon detailed 
analysis by Langton Capital of any market, issuer or security named herein and does not constitute formal research or a research recommendation, either expressly or 
otherwise. It is not investment advice and does not take into account the investment objectives and policies, financial position or portfolio composition of any recipient. This 
document should not to be relied upon as authoritative or taken in substitution for the exercise of you own commercial judgment.   Whilst Langton Capital has taken steps to 
control the spread of viruses on its systems, it cannot guarantee that this email and any files transmitted with it are virus free.   No liability is accepted for any errors, 
omissions, interceptions, corrupted email, lost communications or late delivery arising as a result of receiving this message via the Internet or for any virus that may be 
contained in it.   Recipients should review independently and / or obtain independent professional advice and draw their conclusions there-from should decide to undertake 
transactions with third parties.   Langton Capital or its employees may have positions in securities mentioned herein.   We reserve the right to monitor email messages 
passing through our network.   Langton Capital Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.   Langton Capital Limited is registered in England  
number 07112949.   
 


